
Matt Cowan Prospecting Develops Solid Lead Generation 
Strategy for a Leading Travel Concierge Company

CASE STUDY ON



Who are IFLYflat?

iFLYflat are leaders in reward points management, and strategy. They help business owners 
understand the value of using points to reduce costs of travel, and allow them to experience the true joys 
of flying in comfort to build stronger relationships with their family, friends, and business stakeholders.

Product Service

iFLYflat offer a travel concierge service to business owners; they use a team of highly skilled travel 
consultants who spend hours every day searching for the best first class, and business class flights
for their many clients using frequent flyer points. As well as flight bookings, IFLYflat also offer advice,
and consulting on the most effective way to earn reward points fast. By partnering with several key 
airlines, banks, and financial institutions, they are able to offer the most tailored options that meet
their client’s needs.

The Campaign

Matt Cowan Prospecting and iFLYflatI commenced on a B2B Lead Generation project campaign 
during February 2017. The purpose of the project, was for Matt Cowan Prospecting’s team to deliver 
qualified leads and opportunities for Steve Hui (iFLYflat CEO). Steve Hui saw a need to utilize a new 
sales channel and wanted to test the water to generate new business within his target market. The 
ultimate objective was to help Steve Hui build and grow his business to the next step. 

Campaign Execution

Matt Cowan Prospecting started talking to iFLYflat in January 2017, Matt Cowan reached out to 
Steve Hui to discuss a potential opportunity for them to work together on a new sales project. 
IFLYflat were very open to exploring new methods to grow their business, by opening a new sales 
channel. Steve wanted to carry out some test marketing across the Real Estate industry, targeting 
business owners who utilized various methods of reward points earning, and who traveled frequently on 
business, or family holidays.

Designing the Campaign

The first challenge we needed to address was how we went about designing the campaign, the 
script, target database, and making sure that Matt Cowan Prospecting supplied a suitable BDM 
to run the campaign effectively. Steve Hui did not have a database; so, the options were to purchase 
data, or create our own list using several data profiling methods. 

THE SOLUTION
Matt Cowan guided Steve Hui throughout the entire process; from campaign design, right through 
to the campaign debrief. Firstly, Matt introduced Steve to the senior BDM, giving him the opportunity to 
talk to his dedicated prospector and making sure he was 100% confident in their abilities. We also soon 
realized that most of the Real Estate directors, Principles, and Partners were available online; so, with 
guidance from Steve we incorporated the data list build within the daily campaign.



Articulating the Pitch

IFLYflat is embedded into Steve Hui’s vision, and his dream of being able to offer any business 
owner the opportunity to travel in in Style via First and Business Class tickets. It was critical
that Matt Cowan Prospecting articulated this value to carefully to the dedicated BDM, so at the same 
the time y could pitch the services in a professional manner to Steve’s target market, and ultimately get
some solid results

THE SOLUTION
Matt Cowan Prospecting and IFLYflat spent time conducting a briefing session to articulate the 
value of the business to the dedicated BDM rep. This was also a great time to create consultative 
questions, discuss common objections, responses, and set the campaign expectations. Matt Cowan 
Prospecting then created a detailed script that outlined the initial value proposition, common objections, 
and qualifying questions for the BDM to ask the target audience.

Driving Results

Matt Cowan Prospecting and IFLYflat agreed on a set of KPI’s that should be achieved for the 
campaign to be a success. It was imperative that these were met, along with providing quality market 
intelligence back to Steve, so in essence he would receive an adequate ROI on the marketing spend 
for the project.

THE SOLUTION
The results were delivered by Matt Cowan Prospecting, and the dedicated BDM as promised; in 
terms of number of calls, leads generated, intelligence received, and objections tackled head on. Much 
of the success falls to Matt Cowan Prospecting’s unique reporting system, with daily reports on call 
updates, market intelligence which is delivered every day over the phone with IFLYflat to improve the 
pitch, improve the conversion from calls to leads ratio, and ultimately help IFLYflat to close more deals, 
and increase their bottom end.

The Outcome

The first campaign generated over 400 calls, with over 200 contacts called within 1500 accounting 
firms. Matt Cowan Prospecting generated over 5 qualified leads generated, and 7 follow ups, and 
potential interests generated over the 5-day campaign.

Overall Assessment

Given this was IFLYflats first B2B Lead Generation Campaign, the results were very positive. 
The numbers may not be Jaw Breaking, however IFLYflat, and Matt Cowan Prospecting agreed that the 
campaign produced some solid results, and overall generated quality leads, which in time will close and 
create $$ revenue for IFLYflat.

Repeat Campaigns

Due to the success of the first campaign the client has agreed to run two more campaigns 
next month; these will be two separate projects targeting existing, and cold targets across Australia. 
Matt Cowan Prospecting is looking forward to working with IFLYflat throughout the year, growing the 
relationship even further, and ultimately helping them to grow.
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IFLYfl at – The Points Whisperer – Luxury Points Concierge and Points Advisory Service
“Matt Cowan Prospecting provided my business with qualifi ed leads during a campaign we 
ran in early 2017. Matt and his team are highly professional, and always on the ball when it 
comes to feedback, suggestions, and strategic focus. 

Due to the high success of the last campaign, I will be repeating another project with his team 
shortly. Would be more than happy to recommend his services to other businesses looking 
for similar outcomes”

Steve Hui
Chief Executive


